
Exhibition Walkthrough Videos:  
Meaning and Perception in an Age of Image Saturation 
 

“I do not think the world in the act of perception: it organizes itself in front of me.”  
-Maurice Merleau-Ponty  1

 

 
Giovanni Paolo Pannini, Gallery of Views of Ancient Rome, 1758 

 
Exhibitions, whether in museums, galleries, or private collections, have been documented since            
the advent of photography (and even before, through paintings and drawings). This            
documentation served to expand the audience of the exhibitions, and continues to be an              
indispensable resource for understanding exhibitions in the history of art. Underscoring the role             
of exhibition documentation, Mousse Magazine devoted their Winter 2015 issue entirely to            
documentation of exhibitions between 1985 and 1995. In the digital age, museums and galleries              
often post exhibition documentation of their exhibitions on their websites, and many artists             
maintain websites or social media presences filled with documentation of artwork and            
exhibitions. However over the last decade, viewing art online has become synonymous with the              
aggregate image platform Contemporary Art Daily (CADaily). The project began in 2008 with             
“the goal of publishing at least one international contemporary art exhibition every day.” In the               

2

years since, it has grown into the Contemporary Art Group, a 501c3 which includes CADaily,               

1 Maurice Merleau-Ponty, “The Film and the New Psychology,” in Sense and Nonsense, trans. Hubert L. 
Dreyfus and Patricia Allen Dreyfus (Evanston: Northwestern University Press, 1964), 51. 
2 “History,” Contemporary Art Group, accessed December 29, 2018, https://www.cagrp.org/history.html. 
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Contemporary Art Venues (an online database of exhibition venues), and Contemporary Art            
Quarterly (which publishes complete archives of exhibitions and related media by individual            
artists). Contemporary Art Group’s mission claims that it “advances important art and improves             
the public’s access to it through curated programming and the development of archives.”   

3

 
Almost universally, online exhibition documentation relies on an aesthetic of complete           
objectivity. Evenly lit images with little to no shadow emphasize, if not mirror, the so-called               
neutrality of the white cube. All human presence is eradicated through extensive            
post-production to create an image which promises the truest, most accurate representation of             
the exhibition and artwork that it depicts. As Walter Benjamin would remind us, reproduction              
always implicates the apparatus: “The equipment-free aspect of reality has here become the             
height of artifice.” CADaily helped to shepard in this exhibition view aesthetic, linking the              

4

institutionally objective aesthetic of the white cube–and the cultural capital produced therein–to            
the circulation and distribution of exhibition documentation. 
 
The following essay addresses a distinct form of exhibition documentation, the exhibition            
walkthrough video. Specifically, amateur exhibition walkthrough videos which have been          
uploaded to YouTube. The videos I am interested in share a few key characteristics: they are                
long takes, with few-to-no cuts or edits, there is no commentary or sound track other than the                 
ambient sound of the environment at the moment of their making, and they are shot in the                 
first-person, emphasizing the subjectivity of their makers. The videos I address in this essay              
depict exhibitions by artists whose work I personally admire and which intrigues me, but which I                
have only experienced through the mediation of documentation, primarily online: Michael E.            
Smith and Trisha Donnelly. These videos excite me as radically accessible alternative forms of              
exhibition documentation, as circulating objects which take on meaning outside of the artworks             
and exhibitions they depict, and as explorations in the reproduction of a subjective, embodied              
experience of the world. The walkthrough video is itself an (original) object in a network of                
objects, which through its relationships—to the objects represented within it, to its author, to its               
audience, to the other images it in turn produces, and so on—produces meaning. The              
production of meaning here is of interest as being in opposition to simply the reproduction of the                 
meaning already inherent in the objects represented, or in the exhibition, et cetera.  
 
These videos exist in a greater context of digitized images and exhibition documentation. Using              
Contemporary Art Daily’s institutional exhibition documentation as an archetypal, institutional,          
control or counter-example, I will explore the ways in which the circulation of institutional              
exhibition documentation serves to produce value in the form of social, cultural, and financial              
capital. This institutional documentation relies on a set of aesthetic qualities to create the              
appearance of objectivity and accessibility. Exhibition walkthrough videos serve in contrast to            
this legibility and objectivity, in an attempt to offer an alternative way of constructing meaning               

3 “Mission,” Contemporary Art Group, accessed December 29, 2018,  https://www.cagrp.org/mission.html. 
4 Walter Benjamin, The Work of Art in the Age of Its Technological Reproducibility, and Other Writings on 
Media (Cambridge: The Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 2008), 35 
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through representation. Following Hito Steyerl’s formulation, I contextualize these videos as           5

poor images—low-res copies-of-copies speeding through networks of makers and audiences.          
The poor image introduces an alternative visual and informational economy. Finally, a            
phenomenological reading of the exhibition walkthrough video will distinguish it from other forms             
of exhibition documentation and circulating image-objects. 
 
As documentation—representation—of an exhibition, or of specific works of art, the exhibition            
walkthrough video fails. However, in this failure it opens up new possibilities for the production               
of meaning through the interrelation of images. In this vein, I will attempt my own (impossible)                
act of representation in this essay, through visual description of the videos as a means to try to                  
understand how they function, how they produce meaning, and why they retain the power that               
they do, despite being poor copies at best. Since the videos are shot in the first person, the                  
writer describing the videos, the viewer of the videos, the viewer of the exhibition, the camera,                
and the camera person are often collapsed into a single subject. This subject with be referred to                 
as subjectU throughout the essay.  
 
In this essay I use an analysis of the exhibition walkthrough video to explore the power of image                  
and representation in contemporary image culture. I examine the role of exhibition            
documentation and how it is changing in the digital era. I look at the relationship between                
accessibility and capital. The failure of descriptive systems is used as a productive force,              
opening up potential for the creation of meaning. 
 
“Michael E. Smith at SculptureCenter, New York (2012)” 
I keep coming back to this video–the first that I found on YouTube which really struck me as                  
something unique and meaningful. It is made with a shaky handheld camera, possibly a              
cellphone, capturing one viewer’s movement through an exhibition of work by Michael E. Smith              
at SculptureCenter in 2012. “Michael E. Smith at SculptureCenter, New York (2012)” was             
uploaded on May 18, 2015 by KOW (the artist’s Berlin-based gallery) and has 1,296 views as of                 
the date of this writing.   

6

 
Despite being published on an official gallery account, the footage lacks clarity and definition. It               
resembles a fan video or a bootleg, a few times removed from any originary experience of the                 
artworks on view. It seems like the framerate of the video cannot keep up with the speed at                  
which the camera pans across objects and surfaces, often blurring or distorting space. In the               
darkness of Sculpture Center’s lower-level, light levels are read slowly, causing frequent over             
and under exposure. The lens of the camera often points down, or is held lower than eye level,                  
creating a sense of claustrophobia, while every foot-fall of the camera person causes the              
camera to stutter and shake. The experience is akin to a cell-phone video of a blockbuster being                 

5 Hito Steyerl, “In Defense of the Poor Image,” in The Wretched of the Screen (Berlin: Sternberg, 2012), 
31-45. 
6 “Michael E. Smith at SculptureCenter, New York (2015),” YouTube video, 4:50, posted by KOW, May 
18, 2015, https://youtu.be/igiFc1IYGHs.  
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projected in a movie theater, but instead of attempting to hold the camera still for two-hours, the                 
camera is now tethered to a body moving through space.  
 

 
Screenshot of “Michael E. Smith at SculptureCenter, New York (2015).”  

 
Throughout the video, taken during what appears to be the exhibition’s opening, the camera              
person/viewer/subjectU repeatedly encounters other viewers in the space. The presence of other            
viewers, each with their own subjective experience, emphasizes the limitation of a singular             
perspective. The camera never lingers on a single work or space very long. Where film, through                
the use of tools like montage, close-up, or slow-motion, could depict the world in a way                
otherwise inaccessible to the eye, the long take of this walkthrough video can only reproduce               
the world as experienced in real time. The camera often circles objects, attempting to describe               
them in the round, relying on the gestalt to complete our perceptual shortcomings.  
 
Early in the video (around 0:26), subjectU proceeds down a vaulted concrete hall toward a group                
of people gathered around a low pedestal. After first passing a lone person and briefly regarding                
a pair of objects on the floor, some dialogue can be picked up from the group. “Did you see the                    
babies?” “Yeah, we found the babies, we found the babies.” “That’s what clued me in that                
there’s an underlife to these things,” a woman says, as she bends lows to look under the                 
shell-like surface of an object, “that’s part of the subterranean idea.” The shell-like object on the                
pedestal is a mask, fleshy in color and texture, sitting atop and covering another object,               
obscured. SubjectU approaches the pedestal, first looking down at the mask from above, and              
then bends low, mimicking the woman, to see underneath. From above, a pair of eyes peer out                 
through the mask, and as the camera pans low, a black, hairy form resembling the mask from a                  
gorilla costume is revealed.  
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Screenshot of “Michael E. Smith at SculptureCenter, New York (2015),” showing viewers engaging. 

 
The nature of the video limits our sense of clarity in the space; one space resembles another,                 
objects refuse easy reading, and texture, shadow, and depth become pixels on the surface of               
our screen. We must rely instead on a wholistic, phenomenological sensibility to make sense of               
the experience: “My perception is therefore not a sum of visual, tactile, and audible givens: I                
perceive in a total way with my whole being; I grasp a unique structure of the thing, a unique                   
way of being, which speaks to all my senses at once” (Merleau-Ponty, 50). A network of                
perceived things, over the time and space of the video, describes a meaningful whole. We are                
shown not only the objects in the space, but the space itself. We don’t see the exhibition as                  
much as we see it as experienced by an audience.  
 
The labyrinthian space of the lower level at SculptureCenter creates a sense of disorientation in               
the video, which is furthered by the first-person perspective we have as viewers. This is not                
dissimilar from a video game play-through, where one never knows what lies behind or to the                
side, outside of the frame. Whereas player maps assist in locating oneself in a video game, the                 
exhibition walkthrough videos remain stubbornly located in the subjective first-person. We are            
passive, unable to make decisions to slow down, explore, or linger. At one point, subjectU               
encounters an obstacle–a sculpture blocking their route. SubjectU approaches the stoppage,           
pans over it, and quickly spins around in a disorienting blur of movement. The limitations of the                 
subjective point-of-view are further emphasized by continual spatial disorientation like this. 
 
One gets the sense that moments of repetition and disorientation are intentional within the              
composition of the exhibition itself. SubjectU loops back onto what appear to be the same               
videos, the same sculptures, two, three, even four times. Many sculptures in the exhibition              
actually repeat in the space, presented as pairs. Two black, sarcophagi-like objects, for             
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instance, repeat in a passage through a doorway, a space of transition. The moment of their                
appearance is also the moment in the video (2:50) where the one instance of a cut occurs,                 
almost mimicking the jump in time/space that these two objects suggest.  
 
At around 3:30 we encounter one of the first sculptures shown in the video—for a second time—                 
suggesting a completed loop. Negotiating through a crowd of viewers, we turn a corner into a                
stairwell, where blue daylight hints at the eventual ascension out of the lower level. Any full                
comprehension of the spatial layout of the exhibition seems impossible. Even in making the              
turns required up the stairway to the main level one loses a sense of any relationship to the                  
space of the floor below.  
 
On surfacing from the lower level we head straight for the exit, emerging into a group of people                  
(this is the only instance of a direct acknowledgement of camera/camera person). We are then               
given a view of the final (or first) work in the exhibition, what appears to be a large birdhouse                   
like structure on the side of the building. Without the attention given to it by the camera, it would                   
likely pass as a part of the building’s infrastructure, invisible, as it is to many of those mingling                  
below it. Slowly we reverse away from the building, in stark contrast to our ever-forward               
momentum up until this point (4:35). Where before we only saw what flashed across our view,                
never what was behind or to the side, now we back into the unknown, reflecting on this final                  
view of the exhibition: the building which houses it, mirrored by its birdhouse appendage.  
 
In its setting at the opening event of the exhibition, this walkthrough video not only describes the                 
experience of the exhibition, but also lays bare the inherent networking of the exhibition itself.               
We can find institutional documentation of this same exhibition on CADaily, which by contrast              
erases human presence from the documentation altogether, presenting instead the fallacious           
idea of “pure art,” untouched by any past or future subjectivities. Each object represented in the                
documentation on CADaily is rendered in high-resolution, but it is disconnected not only from              
the greater space of the exhibition, but also from any other works in the exhibition.  
 
What is lost is made clear: a sense of connectivity through time. Incidentally, this sense of time                 
is essential to Smith’s work, which utilizes juxtapositions of found objects–a mixture including             
recently outdated technology, taxidermy animals, and items of clothing–all of which show the             
wear and tear of their circulation in space and time. The materiality of these objects defies the                 

7

myth of the absence of time in the gallery, typically established through the erasure of human                
touch and labor in the gallery, the constant dusting of the artworks’ surface, and the “objective”                
and anonymous hand of the curator. Even the video works in the exhibition seem to lose                
something in their high resolution reproductions, which can be found through the artist’s             
website. Smith’s videos are themselves bootlegs and copies, recontextualized in the space of             
the exhibition as circulating objects, like poor images. On the white background of a gallery web                
page, they become re-instilled with their authority and originality, ceasing to circulate,            

7 Michael Sanchez addresses this type of circulating objects that exists in “a condition in which value is 
acquired through circulation alone, establishing an equivalence between circulation which results in 
damage (used, foxed, repaired textiles) and circulation which increases value (gallery, museum, blog).” 
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re-integrated into the capital producing art image economy. In the exhibition walkthrough video,             
their audio resonates, permeating the work around it. The blue light of the monitors reflects onto                
the walls and the viewers. They become washed out in the dark space of the video, making                 
them nearly unreadable.  
 
What is lost then in the exhibition walkthrough translation, because of its inherent failure, is the                
ability of the documentation to be used in the accrual of capital. “Michael E. Smith at                
SculptureCenter, New York (2012)” illustrates the power of the exhibition walkthrough video as             
an alternative to its institutional cousin. It emphasizes its phenomenological nature through its             
navigation of space, time, and things. Ultimately it shows the exhibition as it exists in the world,                 
truly subjective and open for the production of meaning. 
 
Contemporary Art Daily, Online Exhibition Documentation, and the Exhibition         
Walkthrough Video as Poor Image 
I see a lot of exhibitions. I work in a museum, so I experience art intimately, in person, every                   
day. As I am based in Chicago, I am able to go to institutions like the Museum of Contemporary                   
Art and the Renaissance Society or galleries such as Regards and Document to see exhibitions.               
Despite this level of in-person access, however, I probably see more Chicago exhibitions             
through online documentation than I do in person. I chalk it up to my social anxiety and                 
nine-to-five Monday-through-Friday work schedule, but it is just as much due to a lack of time                
and energy, and honestly, sometimes a lack of commitment. Occasionally I travel, sometimes to              
New York or LA, but more often to Central Texas or Western Massachusetts to visit family.                
When I travel, I visit museums and galleries without fail. And yet, I estimate that over 75% of the                   
exhibitions, indeed 75% of all the art that I see, is through online documentation.  
 
There are some who would say that in this accelerationist moment in visual culture the physical                
exhibition is no longer relevant or necessary. They argue that the digital representation of              
artwork has surpassed its source in usefulness and value, making the physical object—and the              
experience of that object—irrelevant. Accessibility, speed, and resolution work to this end.            

8

However, the relationship between copy and original is more nuanced and complex than this              
argument allows.  
 
Beyond any notion of aura or originality, seeing art in person employs all of one’s senses in the                  
experience of an object—the way a material smells, how lights reflects off of a surface at certain                 
times of day, the memory of an object you saw in another space manifesting in the object that is                   
in front of you. It provides an opportunity to slow down, to spend time. It makes visible and                  
meaningful the spaces between and around things. Exhibition documentation in any form            
cannot replace in-person experiences. However, exhibitions will continue to be          

8 Loney Abrams, in her 2013 essay “Flatland” asserts that the “gallery is no longer the primary exhibition 
space; the Internet is.” Later, she continues: “The gallery, then, serves not as the ‘true’ exhibition venue 
but the site of a photo shoot—the backdrop to the installation photo. It provides the opportunity to 
document art within an institutionalized context in preparation for its release into online circulation.”  
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documented—for archives, catalogue illustrations, websites, even in the production of more art.            
Because representation, in this form and others, cannot be escaped it is important to              
understand it. How does this documentation affect the relationship between representation and            
reality? What does it tell us about the distinction between copy and original? What do we gain                 
through the representation of exhibitions or artwork through their documentation?  
 

 
Screenshot of Contemporary Art Daily’s entry for Michael E. Smith’s exhibition at SculptureCenter.  

 
When you arrive at Contemporary Art Daily’s website, you are confronted with a white expanse.               
The text, in a simple, serif font, is limited to the navigation menu along the top of the page and                    
information about the exhibitions: artist, venue, exhibition title, date. The images are given             
pride-of-place, four images for each featured exhibition, with the option to click through for more.               
The images are crisp, well-lit, and beautiful, even seductive. The main page of the website               
continues infinitely as you scroll, image after image passing through the white space of the               
screen. Pattern becomes a crucial factor for differentiation in the attention economy within this              
“entropic image-flow,” where scrolling is the principal mode of viewing. The white walls of the               9

gallery space bleed into the white background ground of CADaily, promising neutrality and             
passivity. This space, according to Michael Sanchez, “produces a form of seeing which tries to               
look for patterns, for connections, and inevitably finds them.” Patterns serve to connect, to              10

create trends, “moving seamlessly between textile, wallpaper, object, and screen window,           
collapsing the white screens and the white walls.” Of the trends described by Sanchez as               

11

emerging from these patterns, one is notable in relation to the exhibition walkthrough video as a                

9 Michael Sanchez, “Contemporary Art, Daily,” in Art and Subjecthood: The Return of the Human Figure in 
Semiocapitalism, ed. Daniel Birnbaum, Isabelle Graw, and Nikolaus Hirsch (Berlin: Sternberg, 2011), 58.  
10 Sanchez, “Contemporary Art, Daily,” 58. 
11 Ibid., 58. 
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form of online exhibition documentation. Described as “screen povera,” the works included in             
this trend rely on “coldly rustic surfaces” to provide visual reprieve from the constant information               
within the image-flow. Sanchez explains that “eyes tired from constant backlighting gravitate            
toward images of foxed textiles and Belgian linen, weathered wood and stone.”   12

 
The emergence of this trend–a tactic, really–is a symptom of the complete refusal of              
contemplation as a mode of looking in contemporary culture, in favor of distraction. “A person               
who concentrates before a work of art is absorbed by it; he enters into the work,” writes                 
Benjamin. “By contrast, the distracted masses absorb the work of art into themselves. Their              
waves lap around it; they encompass it with their tide.” The primacy of distraction as the                13

perceptual condition of the our time is reflected not only in the infinite scroll of the Tumblr,                 
14

Instagram, or CADaily feed, but also in the attention (i.e. time) given to physical experiences of                
art and images. Boris Groys describes this struggle for time and attention in his essay “Art in the                  
Age of Digitization:” 
 

In our culture we have two different models that allow us to gain control over time: The                 
immobilization of the image in the museum, and the immobilization of the audience in the               
movie theater. Both models, however, fail when moving images are transferred into the             
space of a museum. In this case, the images go on moving–but the audience also               
continues to move. One does not remain sitting or standing for any length of time in an                 
exhibition space; rather one retraces one’s steps through the space again and again,             
remains standing in front of a picture for a while, moves closer or away from it, looks at it                   
from different perspectives, and so on. The viewer’s movement in the exhibition space             
cannot be arbitrarily stopped because it is constructive of the functioning of perception             
with the art system.  

15

 
Time equals money, and the speed of circulation, immediate access, and infinite scrolling make              
CADaily a highly productive and ultimately lucrative platform. By contrast, the exhibition            

16

walkthrough video functions much like a video work does in a gallery, the movement of the                
images and movement of the viewer at odds with each other. In the exhibition walkthrough               
video, especially the example of Michael E. Smith’s exhibition, we see these varied modes of               
temporal perception play out in the space of the video. The examples of both Smith and Trisha                 
Donnelly’s exhibitions include moving image work, posing the problem of whether or not it is               
more meaningful to stay and capture the entirety of a time based work, reproducing it in full, or                  

12 Ibid., 59. 
13 Benjamin, The Work of Art, 39-40.  
14 I speak specifically of the digital age, defined by the cultural dominance of the internet. However, 
distraction has been the primary mode of perception since Benjamin’s modernity, reflected in film and 
Dada, and since then in Pop and later, Postmodernism.  
15 Boris Groys, “From Image to Image File–and Back: Art in the Age of Digitization,”  in Art Power 
(Cambridge: The MIT Press, 2008), 88. 
16 While Contemporary Art Group is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization, it is lucrative as a platform for the 
development of social and cultural capital, through the circulation of images. This, in turn, produces 
financial capital via the art market.  
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whether the experience of the work should itself be situated in time, as one continues to                
navigate the exhibition. The exhibition walkthrough video, with its shaky camera work, low             
resolution, and subjective perspective, is analogous to the trend of screen povera emerging             
among images circulated on CADaily. Even the works in the represented exhibitions exploit their              
materiality to distinguish themselves from the white cube or to draw our attention towards them.  
 

 
Screenshot of Contemporary Art Daily, showing a work from Michael E. Smith’s exhibition. 

 
This agency enacted by objects–in an exhibition or otherwise–functions within a network of             
actors and attentions, both virtual and IRL. In “Contemporary Art, Daily,” Sanchez develops the              
idea of CADaily as a social network in which artworks, viewers, and artists collapse into the role                 
of actors within a network of avatars vying for attention in a visibility economy. Foregrounding               
activity and velocity, He argues that CADaily “accelerates the speed of distribution to such an               
extent that it is no longer possible to disentangle what is produced by it from what is merely                  
distributed through it,” implicating, among others: artists, audiences, anonymous curators,          
institutions, and those who attempt to untangle it all through critical writing, Sanchez and myself               
included. Benjamin’s pronouncement that the reproducibility of the work of art would change             17

not only the mode of perception but also the mode of production is manifested in the digital                 
context. Production and distribution become entangled in the network of documentation images            
circulating online, and what becomes clear is that what is being produced is value, in the form of                  
social, cultural, and monetary capital. 
 
CADaily would remind us that central to its mission is the task of “improving the public’s access”                 
to contemporary art, and the website does allow for unprecedented access to a global              

17 Sanchez, “Contemporary Art, Daily,” 61.  
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contemporary art scene. However, through the same aesthetic mechanisms which CADaily           
uses to produce this access and visibility, the website mirrors the white cube’s presentation and               
replicates the value structures of the physically based art market.  
 
In her essay “Scroll, Skim, Stare,” Orit Gat articulates this reproduction: “Rather than images of               
the work, we get images of the work in a building; rather than an expansion of the ways art                   
circulates online, it is an expansion of the tried-and-tested commercial model.” In response to              

18

the inquiry “Why do you need such high resolution images?” the Contemporary Art Group states               
that their “intention is to make exhibitions more accessible to a wide audience, not only those                
who are local or can afford to travel on account of the exhibition.” This answer equates                

19

resolution not only with legibility and accessibility but also socio-political capital, in claiming that              
resolution is democratic. The high-resolution, even lighting, and full legibility of images on             
CADaily are signifiers of accessibility and value in an attention driven image economy, but              

20

they continue to adhere to the value systems of the traditional gallery economy. Sanchez              
connects the networked mode to a transformation of the ways in which value is created: 
 

This newly “transitive” mode by which objects move through networks—which include           
Contemporary Art Daily—is not simply a way out of the old problem of reification, but a                
clear reflection of the newly transitive conditions under which value is created. Leaving             
behind even the traditional categories of production and reception, art objects might only             
be definable transitively.  21

 
An object in motion resists reification. Everytime an image is shared it activates a new node in                 
the network and, as an object, creates a subject. Every subject created strengthens not only               22

the network, but also the subjects within the network. Circulation becomes necessary then, for              
the creation of value. High-resolution, accessibility, and distribution are leveraged in           
contemporary image culture as a means social, cultural, and financial capital production as             
institutional exhibition documentation. Is there an alternative, a way out of this system? Just              
adjacent to this institutional image is another, related but distinct, a bootlegged version of the               
first: the poor image. 
 

18 Orit Gat, “Scroll, Skim, Stare,” The White Review issue 16 (April 2016), 
http://www.thewhitereview.org/feature/scroll-skim-stare/.  
19 “Questions,” Contemporary Art Group, accessed December 29, 2018, 
https://www.cagrp.org/questions.html. 
20 The images and the artwork represented within them, Sanchez claims, must “strategic to the point of 
paranoia, since [they] must compete within an increasingly rapid and invasive system of image 
distribution joined with a system of social surveillance and exchange.”  
21 Sanchez, “Contemporary Art, Daily,” 60.  
22 Sanchez conjures the notion of the quasi-object, coined by Michel Serres in The Parasite. Serres 
describes the quasi-object: “This quasi-object is not an object, but it is one nevertheless, since it is not a 
subject, since it is in the world; it is also a quasi-subject, since it marks or designates a subject who, 
without it, would not be a subject.” 
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“The poor image is a copy in motion,” writes Hito Steyerl in her essay “In Defense of the Poor                   
Image.” As Steyerl lays out her conception of the poor image, she also lays a framework for                 
conceptualizing the exhibition walkthrough video as a form of circulating exhibition           
documentation:  
 

Its quality is bad, its resolution substandard. As it accelerates, it deteriorates. It is a ghost                
of an image, a preview, a thumbnail, an errant idea, an itinerant image distributed for               
free, squeezed through slow digital connections, compressed, reproduced, ripped,         
remixed, as well as copied and pasted into other channels of distribution.  

23

 
The poor image functions in many ways similar to the institutional documentation which             
Sanchez describes: art objects (images) whose agency takes place “on the level of networking              
as a form of behavior,” collapses the distinction between producers and consumers, and             24 25

whose distribution aspires to “velocity, intensity, and spread.”  
 
However, the poor image offers an alternative image economy for the exhibition walkthrough             
video: that of bootlegs, low-res previews, and exhibition copies. Like the poor image, the              

26

exhibition walkthrough video functions outside of the value producing network of social media             
and art market posturing. Where the network of image/artist/viewer/curator presents itself as an             
objective, neutral system in the institutional realm of documentation (but which we have seen is               
anything but), the network of poor images embraces its subjectivity. The network of poor images               
is produced by the images, authors, and consumers within it. Constant uploading and             
downloading, formatting and reformatting, ripping, sharing, and editing define the poor image. It             
is, in Steyerl’s words, “a lumpen proletarian in the class society of appearances,” distinct from               
the high-resolution of the institutional documentation. Liberated from the institution, the poor            
image is “thrust into uncertainty...a visual idea in its very becoming.”  27

 
The poor image alone, however, is not the savior of exhibition documentation from the capitalist               
image economy. Steyerl acknowledges the shortcomings of the poor image, its inability to             
escape the “conceptual turn of capitalism:” 
 

Apart from resolution and exchange value, one might imagine another form of value 
defined by velocity, intensity, and spread. Poor images are poor because they are 
heavily compressed and travel quickly. They lose matter and gain speed. But they also 

23 Steyerl, “In Defense of the Poor Image,” 32. 
24 Sanchez, “Contemporary Art, Daily,” 55. 
25 “...works behave in a way which collapses the distinction between alliances formed between objects 
and alliances formed between artists” (Sanchez, 56). “...erratic and coincidental links between producers 
everywhere, which simultaneously constitute dispersed audiences” (Steyerl, 43). 
26 The double meaning here is intentional, implying both the copy of a media object intended for 
exhibition, made with its own deterioration in mind, as well as the exhibition walkthrough video as a copy 
of an exhibition.  
27 Steyerl, “In Defense of the Poor Image,” 32.  
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express a condition of dematerialization, shared not only with the legacy of conceptual 
art but above all with contemporary modes of semiotic production.  
[…] 
This flattening-out of visual content—the concept-in-becoming of the images—positions 
them within a general informational turn, within economies of knowledge that tear 
images and their captions out of context into the swirl of permanent capitalist 
deterritorialization. The history of conceptual art describes this dematerialization of the 
art object first as a resistant move against the fetish value of visibility. Then, however, 
the dematerialized art object turns out to be perfectly adapted to the semioticization of 
capital, and thus to the conceptual turn of capitalism. In a way, the poor image is subject 
to a similar tension. On the one hand, it operates against the fetish value of high 
resolution. On the other hand, this is precisely why it also ends up being perfectly 
integrated into an information capitalism thriving on compressed attention spans, on 
impression rather than immersion, on intensity rather than contemplation, on previews 
rather than screenings. 

 
The re-integration of the poor image into the capitalist image economy may in fact be inevitable. 
Groys recognizes this, and returns the conversation to the image in the realm of the institution. 
He argues that through the combined digitizing and curating of the image “one becomes aware 
of the zones of invisibility, of one’s own lack of visual control, of the impossibility of stabilizing 
the identity of the image.” Through this process the distinction between objects in physical 
space and untethered, circulating images becomes blurred.  28

 
As the identity of the image becomes increasingly destabilized, the need for an alternative 
outside of this capitalist image economy becomes more urgent. The exhibition walkthrough 
video resists the risk of re-incorporation into the flow of capital by virtue of its poorness. These 
videos have between 800 and 1,200 views on average—many of those views, I am sure, come 
from me—and their spread is limited. Practically speaking, the exhibition walkthrough video 
offers very little value in the production of capital, allowing it to retain its flexibility and openness.  
 
Phenomenology and the Long Take 
The exhibition walkthrough video is defined by its time-based nature and subjective, first-person             
perspective. Instead of representing the exhibition space or the artwork, the video represents             
the experience of the exhibition. In his preface to Phenomenology of Perception, Maurice             
Merleau-Ponty introduces phenomenology as “a matter of describing, not of explaining or            
analysing,” and evokes Husserl’s first directive of phenomenology: to “return the ‘things to             
themselves,’” to that world which precedes knowledge. The exhibition walkthrough video is            

29

distinguished from other forms of exhibition documentation by its phenomenological form. By            
describing the experience of the exhibition as it is in the world, the videos illuminate the                
relationships between the things–artworks, people, environments, et cetera–as they are always           

28 Groys, “From Image to Image File,” 91.  
29 Maurice Merleau-Ponty, Phenomenology of Perception, trans. Colin Smith (London and New York: 
Routledge, 1962), ix. 
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already there. The phenomena experienced in the exhibition walkthrough video—the viewers           
bending to look under a sculpture or the flashing light of a video bleeding into the space around                  
it—depend on the time-based nature of the video for the translation of their experience. Each of                
the discrete components of the exhibition (not only the artworks which could be found on               
CADaily, but also the people, light, space, and time of the exhibition) is subsumed by the                
experience of the whole, by the gestalt of the video. Thus, the exhibition walkthrough video can,                
and should, be read as phenomenological.  
 
Phenomenology presents perception as a means to reveal oneself in a situation, translating             
subjectivity into a transcendental intersubjectivity. Without overburdening the exhibition         30

documentation with a pre-ordained, reified meaning, phenomenology allows meaning to be           
produced through subjective experience in the walkthrough video. The phenomenological          
approach allows the viewer, as subject, to be “filled with wonder” at their experience of the world                 
and conceives the subject as “a process of transcendence towards the world.” As the              31

exhibition walkthrough video shows us the world of the exhibition, we can be filled with wonder                
at the sheer sight of it.  
 

 
Screenshot of “Michael E. Smith at SculptureCenter, New York (2015).” 

 
The philosophy of phenomenology is well suited for application to time-based documentation, as             
it offers “an account of space, time and the world as we ‘live’ them.” Merleau-Ponty articulates                32

the significance of phenomenology to time-based media in his essay “The Film and the New               
Psychology.” The film itself is taken as a perceptual object, “not a sum total of images but a                  

30 Merleau-Ponty, Phenomenology of Perception, xiv.  
31 Ibid., xv.  
32 Ibid., vii.  
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temporal gestalt.” An important distinction should be noted between film as addressed by             
33

Merleau-Ponty and the exhibition walkthrough video discussed here. Merleau-Ponty’s essay          
specifically considers narrative film (cinema) which use tactics like montage and cuts to create a               
sensation of a simultaneous world existing which is much bigger than the sum of its parts. I am                  
interested in how phenomenology instead can be used in analysis of the exhibition walkthrough              
video, which, as a long take, provides a highly subjective, singular experience of the world in                
real time.  
 
A small divergence here is worthwhile to better articulate the exhibition walkthrough video as a               
long take, using a framework provided by Pier Paolo Pasolini in his “Observations on the Long                
Take.” In the exhibition walkthrough video, as in the long take, the viewer-cameraman “simply              
filmed from where he happened to be, framing what he, not the lens, saw.” This reveals the                 
typical long take as subjective. The exhibition walkthrough, as a document which takes place in               
real time, reproduces that moment in time as it was perceived in reality, and “it is impossible to                  
perceive reality as it happens if not from a single point of view, and this point of view is always                    
that of a perceiving subject.” This single point of view, that of a perceiving subject, is extremely                 
limited, as only one view among an infinite many. This is the inherent limit of subjectivity, and                 
ultimately the limit of the long take:  
 

It is clear that reality, in all its facets, is expressed in each [long take]: it speaks to those                   
present (to be present is to take part, because reality speaks only through itself): it               
speaks its own language, which is the language of action […] All these nonsymbolic              
signs indicate that something happened […] here and now, in the present.  
[…]  
The language of action is thus the language of nonsymbolic signs in the present tense;               
but in the present it makes no sense, or if it does, it does so only subjectively, in an                   
incomplete, uncertain, mysterious way.  

34

 
The long take, and the exhibition walkthrough video as long take, as perceptual object, needs               
something more–a context–in order to make sense, to mean something. “The film does not              
mean anything but itself.” It it here that the importance of the poor image comes into view, as it                   

35

is a network of perceptual objects which provides the systemization and context necessary for              
the production of meaning.  
 
As much as phenomenology distinguishes the exhibition walkthrough video from other forms of             
documentation, it also poses a problem. We perceive the walkthrough video as a media object,               
our own space, time, and world as viewer, which is at odds with the space, time, and world                  
represented within the frame of the video. This conflict between our perception of the video as                
an object and the perception of the architecture, exhibition, and artwork documented in the              

33 Merleau-Ponty, “The Film and the New Psychology,” 54. 
34 Pier Paolo Pasolini, “Observations of the Long Take,” October, Vol. 13 (Summer, 1980), 3-5. 
35 Merleau-Ponty, “The Film and the New Psychology,” 57. 
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video could be viewed as an expression of accessibility, the translation of one time and space                
into another.  
 
Merleau-Ponty and the phenomenological take on the exhibition walkthrough video illustrate the            
stakes of representing the perceived experience of things in the world, whether it is art or                
otherwise. It signals the agency not just of the subject in the production of meaning but also the                  
things, people, and the environment–a network of agencies–which together, through their           
relationships, produce meaning.  
 

Phenomenological or existential philosophy is largely an expression of surprise at this            
inherence of the self in the world and in others, a description of this paradox and                
permeations [of mind and world], and an attempt to make us see the bond between               
subject and world, between subject and others, rather than to explain it as the classical               
philosophies did by resorting to absolute spirit.  

36

 
Merleau-Ponty provides a crucial contradistinction to the value produced through          
institutionalized exhibition documentation. Through phenomenology, “the world is nothing but          
‘world-as-meaning’, and the phenomenological reduction is idealistic, in the sense that there is             
here a transcendental idealism which treats the world as an indivisible unity of value.” This               

37

indivisible unity of value is something inherent—the world as it is—and value can be seen here                
not in the sense of capital but as potential meaning. By reducing the world to this indivisible                 
unity of value, phenomenology undermines the institutional drive to produce capital through the             
circulation of images.  
 
Phenomenology distinguishes the exhibition walkthrough video from other forms of exhibition           
documentation. As a long take, the walkthrough video is fundamentally subjective. By describing             
the world-as-it-is, in real time, the exhibition walkthrough emphasizes perception as the            
operative factor in meaning production. The phenomenology of the walkthrough video           
delineates the relationships between objects in the world, and it is through these relationships              
that meaning is produced. 
 
“Trisha Donnelly at Air de Paris gallery october 2010 1, 2, and 3” 
Finding “Michael E. Smith at SculptureCenter” led me to seek out other exhibition walkthrough              
videos on YouTube. I was drawn to videos of exhibitions by artists whose work excited or                
interested me, but which I had never had the chance to see in person. Among those I searched                  
out was Trisha Donnelly. Donnelly’s work is notoriously obtuse–dislocated between image,           
object, video, sound, and performance. She intentionally limits the ways in which her work is               
reproduced. Only one catalogue of her work has been produced, and she does not allow               
documentation of her exhibitions to circulate widely.  
 

36 Merleau-Ponty, “The Film and the New Psychology,” 58. 
37 Merleau-Ponty, Phenomenology of Perception, xii. 
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The press release for her most recent exhibition at Air de Paris reads: 
 

Fewer Images, More Light 
 
We’re not going to tell you again about Trisha Donnelly’s rejection of the press kit – that                 
standard presentation whose illustrations give everything away in advance.  
 
Instead, we’re simply inviting you along to her exhibition.   

38

 
The entry on CADaily for the exhibition contains only a single image, not an exhibition view, but                 
a drawing. Despite, or perhaps because of this refusal to be reproduced, there are quite a few                 
videos of her work and exhibitions available on YouTube.  
 

 
Screenshot of Contemporary Art Daily’s entry for Trisha Donnelly’s 2019 exhibition  at Air de Paris.  

 
A group of three videos serve as a good example and offer a couple of modes for exploring the                   
forms the exhibition walkthrough video can take. All three videos (titled “Trisha Donnelly at Air               
de Paris gallery october 2010 1,” “Trisha Donnelly at Air de Paris gallery october 2010 2,”                

39 40

and “Trisha Donnelly at Air de Paris gallery october 2010 3” ) were uploaded by youtube user                
41

38 “Trisha Donnelly at Air de Paris,” Contemporary Art Daily, accessed January 21, 2019, 
http://www.contemporaryartdaily.com/2019/01/trisha-donnelly-at-air-de-paris-2/.  
39 “Trisha Donnelly at Air de Paris gallery october 2010 1,” YouTube video, 0:47, posted by MrCanesdice, 
November 6, 2010, https://youtu.be/XiPCj2GvFa0.  
40 “Trisha Donnelly at Air de Paris gallery october 2010 2.” YouTube video, 1:29. Posted by MrCanesdice, 
November 6, 2010. https://youtu.be/v2Dn_SNGuAM.  
41 “Trisha Donnelly at Air de Paris gallery october 2010 3.” YouTube video, 0:27. Posted by MrCanesdice, 
November 6, 2010. https://youtu.be/f_BgjMsEA9g.  
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MrCanesdice on November 6, 2010. They have 2,525, 931, and 801 views, respectively. The              
exhibition they depict, Donnelly’s 2010 exhibition at Air de Paris, does not have any              
documentation on CADaily or on the gallery’s website. Below I offer an attempt at describing               
these videos. Like the exhibitions they represent, the videos resist description and            
representation. It is Donnelly’s own refusal to explain her work that allows for this openness and                
potential. The task is sisyphean, but through its failure I hope to reveal the potential of the                 
exhibition walkthrough video as a potential space for the production of meaning.  
 
“Trisha Donnelly at Air de Paris gallery october 2010 1” runs for 46 seconds. It begins by                 
showing a wall, with a corner of ceiling coming into the frame along the top edge and a door,                   
ajar, at the right edge of the frame. On the wall, about 1/8th the size of the video frame, is a                     
projected image. First we see an apparently abstract image in shades of black, white, red, and                
blue, possibly a scientific enlargement of a microorganism, which after a few seconds is              
replaced by a closely cropped image of a sculpture of a cherub. The color balance of that image                  
shifts over the next ten seconds, the color of the cherub changing from a reddish, terracotta hue                 
to a brighter, highly contrasted white which we might associate with stone or plaster. The               
camera then pans to the right, past the door and across a blank wall to reveal another gallery.                  
This pan locates the viewer/camera person in space, in a doorway between the two galleries.  
 
The second gallery, an evenly lit white cube space with a grey concrete floor, is mostly empty.                 
On the far wall, about one-third in from the left side, is a rectangle approximately the size of an                   
A4 sheet of paper. The rectangle is dark, save for a white horizontal streak about two-thirds up                 
the page. To the left of this rectangle is an oblique spray of light, a gradient of white to blue,                    
much larger across the wall than the rectangle. A white pedestal-like box is positioned against               
the left wall, with some space between it and the far wall.  
 
As the camera approaches the far wall, the spray of light shifts in size, becoming apparently                
small as the viewer draws nearer. Its edges are soft, softest at the top and sides, whereas the                  
whiter light on its bottom edge is sharply contrasted with the wall on which it is projected. It                  
becomes clear that the light is in fact an image, a three-dimensional digital model of a flat,                 
planar object rotating in space. The viewer approaches the projected image, and it fills the               
frame. The perspective on the object shifts, but it is unclear whether the digital model is rotating                 
or if the angle of the camera is causing the image distortion. The camera pans right to show the                   
dark rectangle, an unframed sheet floating on the wall, the white borders of the paper now                
visible. The image remains ambiguous. The camera lingers, and the blue light projected on the               
wall momentarily fades with the rotation of the digital object into virtual shadow. The object               
reappears and the camera pans away to the right, this time turning 180 degrees to face the                 
back of the gallery, where a new doorway comes into view, flanked on each side by a drawing                  
on the adjacent walls. The drawings are larger than the rectangular image on the far wall,                
around 18 by 24 inches, but are also unframed. The camera begins to approach the doorway                
and the drawings but the video ends before they come into focus.  
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“Trisha Donnelly at Air de Paris gallery october 2010 2” opens in a different room, the cut at the                   
end of “Trisha Donnelly at Air de Paris gallery october 2010 1” disconnecting the two videos in                 
both time and space. The camera looks down a short corridor. The lighting in the space                
apparently comes from two pairs of vertically mounted, uncovered fluorescent bulbs, one pair             
towards the beginning of the corridor and second at the far end, both sets mounted on the left                  
wall. There is a white, pedestal-like box at the end of the corridor, just in front of the wall. Just                    
left of center, directly above the box, is a small projected image. The blue hue of the projected                  
light offers the only color in a space of overwhelming fluorescent white and grey tones. The                
viewer enters the corridor and approaches the end wall, where a white sheet of paper seems to                 
materialize. The projected image, which remains apparently still, is located at the bottom left              
corner of this sheet of paper. The paper is mostly blank, except at its center, where a narrow                  
vertical ellipsis is delicately rendered in thin line. The projected image comes into better view as                
some sort of abstract landscape, resembling ruins in shades of black-and-white, with a blue              
sphere, hovering erratically in the upper right corner. The camera nears the projected image              
until it takes up most of the frame, before panning to the right to reveal, in extreme close-up, the                   
images source: a projector, housed inside the pedestal-like box. After panning back to the              
projected image the viewer turns 180 degrees and proceeds forward.  
 
On the right wall of the corridor a small, dark rectangle, similar to that in the first video, is briefly                    
visible, before being passed. Ahead, the wall to the right continues uninterrupted except for a               
set of glass doors with a brown door mat on the floor in front of them. The left wall ends just                     
across from the edge of the first door, and the space the opens up after the wall is intersected                   
perpendicularly by another wall, creating two rooms. On the right wall, just before the doors, is a                 
beige rectangle, repeated on the perpendicular wall. At the far end of the space, built-in               
rectangular shelves, three units high, disappear behind the perpendicular wall. As the subjectU             
advances, turning to the left at the set of glass doors, the perpendicular wall is revealed to be                  
freestanding, around ten feet wide, situated in roughly in the center of a larger gallery. This                
gallery is lit with overhead fluorescent bulbs, hung uncovered around the perimeter providing a              
relatively even wash of light on the walls.  
 
As subjectU turns to the left, another wall comes into view, defining the left edge of this gallery.                  
At the corner of this wall and the one directly in front of subjectU, set just away from the wall, is                     
another white pedestal-like box, now understood as the housing for a projector. Just above the               
box a sliver of white light floats on the wall, projected onto a sheet of paper which nearly                  
disappears in the white of the wall. Another delicately rendered drawing confirms the presence              
of the paper. The camera remains low, settling near the corner of the box, keeping the lower                 
portion of the paper and the projected light in the frame, along with the corner of the box. After a                    
few seconds subjectU pans to the right, across an expanse of blank wall. What appeared earlier                
to be a freestanding wall is revealed to turn perpendicularly at its edge, forming a new                
semi-enclosed area in the gallery. At the end of this space a narrow, vertical rectangle of                
undulating grey and black tones floats off-center on the wall. To the left, at the end of the left                   
wall, light emanates from an unknown source.  
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Screenshot of “Trisha Donnelly at Air de Paris gallery october 2010 2.” 

 
SubjectU approaches the end wall, but before the rectangular image gains legibility the camera              
turns to the left, into the source of the light, which is revealed to be a narrow corridor. The                   
outside wall is solid halfway up, where it becomes a ledge with windows to the ceiling for its full                   
length. At the end of the corridor, centered on the narrow end wall, is another floating rectangle,                 
around the size of an A4 sheet of paper, like that in the first video. There is no projected light,                    
only this floating, unframed image, cropped full-bleed with no visible border. The wall to              
subjectU’s left continues to the end of the corridor, but for the last four feet or so no drywall                   
covers the studs, briefly revealing the wall’s interior. SubjectU turns to the right, lingering for a                
moment on the view out the window–a low city-scape of apartment buildings–before briefly             
panning back to the image on the wall. Before the image can be read (is it an old fashioned                   
ice-pack or a bean bag?) subjectU pans back towards the window, turning a full 180 degrees.                
Before continuing back out of the narrow corridor, a small patch of textured wall is revealed to                 
the right, a removal or an excavation of the drywall. It appears that subjectU will continue down                 
the corridor, back into the larger gallery space, but instead we spin back around to the image on                  
the wall at the end of the corridor, the camera panning across the city-scape outside in the                 
process. The camera settles on the image for only a moment before the video ends with a hard                  
cut.  
 
The third and final video runs for 26 seconds. Unlike the other two, this video addresses only a                  
single location in space, and shows only one artwork. In it, a prospectively skewed rectangular               
image floats in front of a radiating blue light. Both the image and the radiating light are projected                  
onto the wall. The image depicts a textured grey square sandwiched between two textured,              
brick-colored areas. A possible reading of the image could be the end of a cinder block between                 
two bricks, but the image defies definition and remains ambiguous. The image and the radiating               
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light behind it are just above and to the left of centered in the frame, partially filling it. The                   
radiating light shifts, like the beams of a projector in a smoke filled room. The camera is fixed on                   
this projection for 12 seconds before the subjectU backs away, revealing first a rectangular              
image to the right, then a corner on the left where a wall intersects this one, and finally a white,                    
pedestal-like box along the left wall, just after the corner. The subjectU continues to back up until                 
these three elements are in view before stopping, at which point the video cuts and is over.  
 

 
Screenshot of “Trisha Donnelly at Air de Paris gallery october 2010 2.” 

 
All three of these videos have a distinct sonic tone, a unifying hum which drones throughout. It                 
is high pitched, like the hum of a fluorescent light, and is syncopated by lower pitched clicks, a                  
residual index of the contact between the view/camera person and the camera’s microphone.             
The audio of the videos is analogous to the sparsely hung, white-lit galleries depicted in the                
videos, and tonally contextualizes Donnelly’s effervescent video/drawing hybrids.  
 
Reclaim the Means of (Re)Production 
We will not escape the need for exhibition documentation. It allows a broad audience to have                
access to a wide range of artistic expression, and serves as an invaluable resource in the study                 
and exhibition of art. The risk remains that this documentation will continue to, either implicitly or                
explicitly, reproduce to capitalist value producing system of the institutions who produce and             
disseminate it.  
 
Institutional documentation presents itself as authoritative: the meaning is there, being           
presented to you. As in a museum, where the anonymous curator acts as objective creator,               
unearthing meaning and presenting it as such to the viewer, institutional documentation relies             
on its anonymous creator for its so called objectivity and power. The exhibition walkthrough              
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video is entangled in these same systems of circulation and production as other online art and                
exhibition documentation. What differentiates it is its phenomenological approach. The          
exhibition walkthrough video does not exist to advantageously represent the work it documents             
or to act as an avatar for the artist, circulating in the network to produce capital. Instead it is                   
open ended, describing the world as it is, with an emphasis on the relationships between space,                
viewers, objects, and subjects. It shows the artwork of exhibition in a network of other things,                
objects and people, which exist in time and space. This then allows for meaning to be produced                 
by the perceiving subject.  
 
What is the value of accessibility? While the institutional documentation of CADaily promises             
accessibility through high-resolution and wide circulation, these traits function primarily in the            
service of capital production through the reproduction of institutional systems of value.            
Accessibility, when applied to the exhibition walkthrough video, is defined through the emphasis             
on first-hand experience. An analog could be drawn between the availability of an almost infinite               
array of contemporary art online and the availability of an endless supply of on-demand music               
via streaming services like Spotify. Traveling to an exhibition or seeking out a rare vinyl indicate                
a level of intention in the experience of art which is not required in the constant scroll of CADaily                   
or a Discover playlist on Spotify. The exhibition walkthrough video reclaims intentionality            
through the engagement with the image over time.  
 
The labor of the network—in the collapsed role of producer/consumer, subject/object—is           
co-opted in the image economy to accrue capital through circulation, in the guise of              
accessibility. In contrast, the exhibition walkthrough video offers access outside of the            
institutional aesthetic parameters. It reproduces an experience of the world phenomenologically.           
Like a poor image, “it is about its own real conditions of existence: about swarm circulation,                
digital dispersion, fractured and flexible temporalities.” It also offers access to the inaccessible,             

42

as a kind of bootleg documentation, when other forms of documentation do not or cannot exist,                
or perhaps have ulterior motives. The exhibition walkthrough video fails as a descriptive system,              
but we can see now that it does not need objective veracity in order to be productive. Instead,                  
its subjectivity provides the space for meaning to follow from perception.  
 
While it cannot be fully extricated from the capitalist image economy, the exhibition walkthrough              
video does offer a radical alternative. It gives weight to the subjectivity of the viewer and their                 
perception of the exhibition, opening up access not just to images, but to the production of                
meaning through experience. In doing so, it undermines the authority of the institution, which is               
reproduced through the circulation of institutional documentation, and places the power of            
images back into the hands of the viewer.  
 
 
  

42 Steyerl, “In Defense of the Poor Image,” 44. 
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